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INTRODUCTION

Cubex protocol is The First Defi Aggregator with Social 
Network where crypto users connect and learn more about the 
crypto space and thus earn.

USECASE

CUBEX HUB CUBEX EARN CUBEX LEARN

MISSION

Our mission is to decentralize the social media network and 
give every crypto user and non-crypto user freedom of 
expression without any restrictions.

VISION

Our vision is to be the largest web3 social network on the 
Binance chain and one of the most important in the crypto 
industry.

TOKEN INFORMATION

Name

Total Supply

Type BEP20

1,000,000,000

CUBEX PROTOCOL

Chain Binance Smart Chain

Ticker $CUBEX

TOKENOMICS

9% Transaction Tax Explained

5% To Cubex Treasury

1% goes to liquidity and the 
remaining 4 percent is distributed to 
our Treasury wallets for bounty, 
team and development, marketing 
and growth fund.

EARN $CUBEX FOR HOLDING

Every transaction (buy and sell) is 
taxed 9% where 4% gets distributed 
to holders according to their stake

CUBEX HUB

This is a social network similar to Twitter, where users can 
share what is happening in the blockchain world.

CubexSpace is a decentralized blockchain platform that values 
your privacy. CubexSpace allows you to create and run an AMA 
for free (limited time only). Now you can hold an AMA with 
anyone worldwide using voice or video on our platform.

Cubex Shop allows you to buy, sell, auction, and showcase 
using Cubex Tokens.

Lastly, the Cubex Hub will have a Job directory for Blockchain 
Jobs.

Decentralized Social Network:

Cubex Space:

Shop:

Jobs:

CUBEX EARN

Users can freely predict the trend of their favorite coin or 
token, letting investors know which assets to invest in.

This will be extended in the future, users can predict, and if 
their prediction is correct, they can win our token or NFT.

Prediction:

Earn free tokens when you stake Cubex Token
Pool:

Users buy tickets, and if the numbers on their tickets 
correspond to the winning numbers in the correct sequence, 
they win a part of the prize pool.

Lottery:

Cubex Bounty is the perfect tool to motivate and reward our 
Holders. Cubex Bounty enables holders of $Cubex to earn 
tokens as incentives weekly or monthly by completing tasks 
within our app.

Bounty:

Voting is an innovative concept that allows the community to 
decide the future of our Ecosystem. Through the voting 
system, users can choose the feature they want to see next, as 
well as their favorite token, on a weekly basis to be added to 
Cubex Bounty.

Voting:

Holders of $Cubex get rewarded for inviting people to join the 
platform. This creates a special incentive for our holders and 
benefits our platform, which helps create viral growth.

Referrals:

Cubex Faucet allows users to claim $Cubex every 24 hours for 
free.

Faucet:


